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AN OVERVIEW
The Quarter Dollars of the 1840's

by

Mel Hatfield

I have found the decade from 1840 thru 1849 the most interesting ten

years in the Liberty Seated quarter series. Why? For several reasons; I'll

try to delineate.

It has become evident to me in searching dealers advertisements, auction

offerings, and inventories at coin shows that the quarter dollars dated 1840

thru 1849 are not, as a group, by any means common. I do not mean to

imply that they are rare, although a few rarities do exist in this group.

Generally, one will typically find one or two of the no-drapery pieces in

dealers stock with the next date in order being an 1853 'arrows and rays'

piece which will most likely be found in quantity. When a quarter in the

1840's is found it will usually be the 1840-O 'without drapery.'

Another reason I find this group of coins so attractive is the multitude of

varieties created during this time, especially after the death of Christian

Gobrecht in 1844 and the subsequent appointment of James Longacre as

Chief Engraver of the mint. Further enticing my interest in this decade of

quarter production is the fact that some of the sharpest examples of the

Liberty Seated quarter are displayed among these pieces. Most of the

Philadelphia produced quarters of this era are exceptionally well struck and
attractive.

Other considerations exist which endear this period of time to me such as
the fact that no large quantities of proof issues were produced during this

decade. Therefore, the proof coinage has nodetrimentalleffect on the very
scarce higher grade specimens encountered, such as is the case among the
low mintage Philadelphia issues of the 1860's.

Mr. 1873 (Harry Boosel) specializes in just one date of coins. Although
I'm addicted to an entire decade, I feel I can now understand the zeal Mr.
Boosel must feel for his specialty area.

The only attempt at cataloguing these pieces by die variety was made in

1945 in the 'World's Greatest Collection' offered by Numismatic Gallery. I

have decided to reprint here the text referring to the quarters of the 1840's.
I wish to thank Mr. Abe Kosoff for his permission to share with L.S.C.C.
members this valuable information. The lot numbers are those in the WGC
sale.

Philadelphia Mint Quarters

1840 N-1
,
lot #149 - The drapery is full at the elbow. The o in date is high.

Uncirculated. Estimate - $12.50, Selling Price - $12.00.
1841 N-1, lot #150- The last 1 in date is low. Very fine, scarce. Estimate

-

$6.00, Selling Price -$7.00.
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1842 N-1, lot #151 - Large date, Proof; some hair lines. Rare. Estimate -

$20.00, Selling Price - $25.00.

1842 N-1, lot #152 - Another large date. Fine. (There is a small date
variety N-2 which comes in Proof Condition and is extremely rare.

This coin is the only major variety missing from this outstanding
collection of quarters).

1843 N-1, lot #153 - Perfect dies, AM touch at base. Uncirculated. Esti-

mate - $4.00, Selling Price - $5.00
1843 N-2, lot #154 - The AM are close but do not touch. A die crack from

edge thru first stand of M to eagle. Very fine. Estimate - $3.00,
Selling Price - $2.00.

1844 N-1 , lot #155 - Re-cut date, perfect dies. Very fine. Estimate - $4.00,
Selling Price -$3.50.

1844 N-2, lot #156 - Re-cut date; die crack touching M; another touching
ERIC; a third touches TES OF; another thru QUA; and a fifth from
milling to DDL; and a sixth from top arrowhead to edge. Extremely
fine to uncirculated and scarce. Estimate - $7.00, Selling Price - $5.25.

1845 N-1, lot #157 - The date is low; a die crack causes date to appear
weakly struck at bottom of 185. Very fine. Estimate - $3.00, Selling

Price -$2.25.

1845 N-2, lot #158 - Low date; die crack thru it to edge at right. Very fine.

Estimate - $2.50, Selling Price - $2.25.

1845 N-3, lot #159 - High date; obverse and reverse die cracks, uncircu-

lated. Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $4.50.

1845 N-4, lot #160 -High date; obverse cracks, perfect reverse, uncircu-

lated. Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $8.00.

1845 N-5, lot #161 - Re-cut 45, low date. Obverse and reverse die cracks.

Very fine. Estimate - $3.00, Selling Price - $2.00.

1846 N-1, lot #162 - Perfect date, high. Perfect obverse and reverse dies.

Very fine. Estimate - $2.50, Selling Price $3.00.

1846 N-2, lot #163 - Perfect low date; reverse die cracks. Extremely fine.

Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $7.00.

1846 N-3, lot #164 - Re-engraved date, high. Faint die crack thru date at

bottom; reverse die cracks. Very fine. Estimate - $5.00, Selling Price-

$5.00.

1846 N-4, lot #165 - Re-engraved date, high. Another obverse die crack

thru stars at right. Very fine. Estimate - $5.00, Selling Price - $4.00.

1847 N-1, lot #166 - Re-cut stars, as on all that follow. Perfect obverse;

reverse has a crack thru Q; another thru QUAR. DOL.; a third thru

ME; and a fourth from M to eagle's wing. Uncirculated with some

proof lustre. Scarce. Estimate - $10.00, Selling Price - $6.00.

1847 N-2, lot #167 - Obverse has die crack from edge thru 1 to 8; another

from 7 base to edge. Reverse crack from wing thru last A to edge; an-

other thru OF to A; a third from edge thru TE. Extremely fine to un-

circulated. Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $6.00.
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1847 N-3, lot #168 - Obverse cracks as in N-2 but sharper; reverse is almost

perfect, a slight crack from edge to M, uncirculated. Estimate - $7.50,

Selling price -$11 .00.

1847 N-4, lot #169 - The date is higher than in any other variety. Obverse

die is perfect. Reverse has crack at top of UNITED STAT; another

crack runs from leaf to wing to UN at bottom of letters. Very fine,

scarce. Estimate - $10.00, Selling Price - $5.00.

1848 N-1 , lot #170 - Re-cut date and stars. Faint reverse crack at bottom of

QUAR. DOL. Extremely fine. Estimate - $7.00, Selling Price - $7.00.

1848 N-2, lot #171 - An obverse crack appears from edge thru 18 in date.

Very fine. Estimate - $4.50, Selling Price - $4.50.

1849 N-1, lot #172 - Perfect date. Reverse die cracks. Uncirculated.

Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $7.00.

1849 N-2, lot #173 - Thinner date, reverse cracks. Extremely fine. Esti-

mate - $5.00, Selling Price - $6.00.

1849 N-3, lot #174 -The 9 seems to be slightly re-cut. There are now slight

obverse die cracks. Very fine, scarce. Estimate - $5.00, Selling Price

-

$2.75.

New Orleans Mint Quarters

1840-O N-1 , lot #318 - First year of issue at this mint. No drapery at elbow.

(The type is the same as the Philadelphia Mint Coinage of the period.)

The mint mark is above the AR in QUAR. Uncirculated. Estimate -

$7.00, Selling Price -$7.50.

1840-O N-2, lot #319 - No drapery. The mint mark is centered, between the

R and D in QUAR. DOL. An extremely rare variety; uncirculated.

Estimate - $25.00, Selling Price - $25.00.

1840-O N-3, lot #320 - With drapery, as are those that follow. The mint

mark is large and well centered. Very fine. Estimate - $3.00, Selling

Price $2.75.

1840-O N-4, lot #321 - Medium mint mark placed high. Very fine. Esti-

mate - $3.00, Selling Price - $1 .25.

1840-O N-5, lot #322 - From rus^y dies. Small mint mark, directly over R.

Fine. Estimate - $3.00, Selling Price - $1 .00.

1840-O N-6, lot #323 - Similar but from clean dies. Extremely fine. Esti-

mate - $6.00, Selling Price - $2.25.

1841-0 N-1, lot #324 - High mint mark, well centered. Very fine. Esti-

mate - $2.50, Selling Price - $1 .65.

1841-0 N-2, lot #325 - High mint mark over R. Extremely fine. Estimate

-

$3.00, Selling Price -$1.50.

1841-0 N-3, lot #326 - Low mint mark. Very fine. Estimate - $3.00, Sell-

ing Price -$1.00.

1842-0 N-1, lot #327 - Small date. Fine and scarce. Estimate - $7.00,
Selling Price - $8.00.

1842-0 N-2, lot #328 - Large date. Mint mark is high and over the R.
Uncirculated. Estimate - $6.00, Selling Price - $8.50.

1842-0 N-3, lot #329 - Large date. Part of R is under mint mark. Very fine.

Estimate - $3.00, Selling Price - $2.05.
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1843-0 N-1, lot #330 - Large mint mark. Very fine. Estimate - $2.50,
Selling Price -$2.50.

1843-0 N-2, lot #331 - Small mint mark. Extremely fine. Estimate - $3.00,
Selling Price - $5.00.

1844-0 N-1, loti#332- Re-cut first 4. Uncirculated. Estimate - $5.00, Selling

Price - $4.00

1844-0 N-2, lot #333 -Perfect date. Uncirculated. Estimate - $3.00, Selling

Price -$6.00.

1847-0 lot #334 - (No quarters coined at New Orleans 1845-46.) Very fine.

Estimate - $3.00, Selling Price - $3.50.

1849-0 lot #335 - (None struck in 1848.) Uncirculated, extremely rare.

Estimate -$50.00, Selling Price - $115.00.

1849-0 lot #336 - Very fine, very rare. Estimate - $15.00, Selling Price -

$35.00.

As you can see, this collection has many varieties and is a valuable tool

from which to start a study of these pieces. I will make a few observations

on my own but I will not get into the minor variations of date and mint mark
placement. I feel such varieties are important only to a few advanced

collectors at this time.

-1840-

The 1840-P is the with drapery type and is not encountered often,

especially in the X.F. and up catagory.

The 1840-O pieces come both with and without drapery. The without

drapery piece is very interesting from the standpoint of mint mark place-

ment. It appears as if they put the mint mark anywhere they felt was con-

venient. I have the with drapery piece with large and small mint mark. I

believe the large mint mark to be scarcer and may possibly be a reverse die

used on the no drapery piece. I have not encountered the with drapery

piece with medium mint mark placed high referred to in lot #321

.

- 1841 -

The 1841-P with a mintage of just 120,000 pieces is obviously a scarcer

date. Taxay mentions a hoard of uncirculated pieces but they must have

been absorbed because I have not noticed a great offering of late. All I've

seen have a well centered small date.

The New Orleans issue is rare in high grade, from my observations (sharp

X.F. thru B.U.). I've noticed some small differences in mint mark place-

ment on these as well as some very pronounced die breaks on the reverse

thru UNI. I note lot #325 went for $1 .50 against a $3.00 estimate for an X.F.

Ah, to be able to time travel!
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- 1842-

Most of us are aware of the 1842-P small date proof piece and its extreme

rarity. A description can be found in Walter Breen's new book on proof

coinage. All regular issue quarters of this year from Philadelphia are of the

large date variety and are seldom encountered. The large date also comes
in proof condition - note lot #151

.

The 1842-0 small aate is quite scarce in all grades and rare in full fine and
higher. The highest grade I'm aware of is a nice A.U. which was, by the

way, bought at a small one day local show by a lucky seated specialist as a

type coin! Lady luck, where are you when I need you? I have both varieties

referred to in lots #328 and 329 of the large date O mint, the latter being

lower in mint mark placement.



-1843-

The Philadelphia mint piece of this year is usually a very sharply struck

coin. I do not have a piece with the die crack mentioned in lot #154. I do
have a specimen with a spectacular large die crack between I and C of

America all the way thru the eagles wing.

In 1843 the New Orleans branch mint used both a large O and small O
reverse die. I feel, as most quarter specialists do, that the large O piece is

much rarer. This large O variety has many raised dots (rust marks?) on the

reverse. Most pronounced of these are above the R and D in QUAR. DOL.,
below A and R of America, and in the field to the left of the eagles right

wing.

I have a variety of the 1843-0 small O in A.U. condition which appears to

have an incomplete reverse die. It lacks part of the feathers in the eagles

right wing, details in the right shield and leg and absolutely no tail feathers.

I noted a second, lower grade specimen such as this in the A.N.A. auction in

1843-0 Quarter, Large O mintmark. Note the defects in field over the R

and D.

of shield to left wing to run below wing.



As a general observation at this point it is interesting to note on many of

these early quarters that a lot of the reverse dies show the vertical lineS:On

the shield being cut far into the horizontal lines above them.

- 1844 -

I have both pieces described in lots #155 and 156. I also have a piece with

perfect date. I note several stages of cracks described on the reverse die of

lot #156 and have a couple of pieces which don't appear to have any cracks

as in lot #155.

Both varieties with and without recut first 4 in date, on the O mint of this

year, have crudely cut dates. The O placement on the reverse die appears
to have some slight differences also.

- 1845 -

There are many varieties here, as described well in lots #157 thru #161 . I

have always felt the 45/45 has a small five beneath. On the perfect date the

five almost touches the four on the low date variety, but clears on high date

pieces.

1845/45 Quarter. Die crack through base of digits 18 into field
to the left.



-1846-

This year is quite interesting. Of the two perfect date specimens (lots
#162 and 163), tine high date is probably rarer.

I have the recut date with die cracl< as described in lot #165. However
the entire date on this oiece is not recut, just the 46. This piece also has
extensive die cracks on the reverse about the periphery.

The highest grade specimen I have of this variety (46/46) is an A U and
doesn't have the die crack. There is reportedly a completely recut date
variety, but I have never seen one personally.

1846/46 Quarter. Die crack through base of digits in date.

-1847-

This is another year with several interesting varieties from Philadelphia.

There is a variety with a 'double die' reverse. This doubling is most evident

on QUAR. DOL. Then there is an 1847 with repunched seven; the under-

date being higher and to the left of the final seven. The double die reverse

is found on both the perfect date and recut seven pieces. There are also

various date placements on the Philadelphia pieces.

The New Orleans piece of this year is, in spite of its 368,000 mintage,

quite acarce and rare in high grade. I searched for quite some time to get

my sharp X.F. piece. The two or three high grade pieces I've seen have all

been weakly struck as is the case with most of these early O mint quarters.
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- 1848-

I have not seeman 1848 perfect date though I've seen advertisements

offering them. I don't believe such a rarity exists. Every piece I've seen of

this date has the date repunched to one degree or another. There is a 48/48

and there is an 8/8 piece. Though the mintage is only 146,000 pieces, this

date appears much more often than the 1847-0.

The completely recut date has a reverse die that fascinates me. In the

second vertical stripe of the shield where it meets the first horizontal stripe

there is a more or less circular die defect. This defect could be described as

a broken stripe variety.

1848 Quarter, Recut Date

1848 Quarter, Recut 1 and recut second 8 in date.



-1849-

The 1849-P doesn't have a great number of major varieties. However,
there are several minor date placement varieties. The 'broken stripe'

reverse die mentioned under 1848 also makes an appearance this year.

I have discovered this reverse die on the 1856-P and 1858-P quarters also.

This must have been a very durable die. I wonder if it was used on any
other dates?

The last is the rarest (among the regular issues, that is) of the quarters of

the 1840's. The 1849-0 is represented by only one die variety that I'm

aware of. This piece, when found, is usually good or very good and is truly

rare in very fine or better.

In conclusion, let me say I'm sure there are more quarter varieties dut

there waiting to be discovered. Will you find one? If you do, you'll realize

the excitement that goes with such a discovery and the joy of sharing it with

those of like interest.

The pictures of the quarters in this article were talcen by Tom IVIulvaney

at Paramount International Coin Corp.

Broken Stripe Reverse
Broken Stripe Reverse - The second vertical stripe in shield broken at top.

Appears on pieces of 1848 and 1849 with progressive die cracks through

QUAR. DOL.



MISAMIR COMPANY
MAIL BID SALE
MIMIMUM BID (--)

HALF DIMES

Lot// Descri()lion

1. 1840 With Drapery, Good ($8)

2. 1840-O With Drapery,

Good ($8)

3. 1842-0 Good ($6)

4. 1844/184 VF-20 ($18)

5. 1845/1845 XF-45 + ($74)

6. 1848 Large Dale, Good ($8)

7. 1853 With Arrows, Fine-12

($7)

8. 1858 Good ($5)

9. 1858/ Inverted 1858 VG ($15)

10. 1860/1860 XF-45 ($50)

11. 1866-S XF + ($64)

12. 1868-S Good ($6)

DIMES (AHWASH NUMBERS)

13. 1838 No Drapery, Small Stars

(A-1) Some obv. Marks XF-40

($50)

14. 1838(A-5) VG + ($15)

15. 1839 No Drapery VF-20 ($13)

16. 1839-0 Large Recuf O (A-3)

VG ($9)

17. 1841-0 Medium O (A-2)

VG + ($9)

18. 1842-0 (A-2) VF-30 ($16)

19. 1842-0 (A-4) Small o,

Good ($6)

20. 1843/1843 (A-2) VG ($25)

21. 1845 (A-3) Good + ($6)

22. 1847 Type I (A-1) F-12 ($22)

23. 1847 Type II (A-2)

VG-10($12)
24. 1847 Type III (A-3) Good ($7)

25. 1848 (A-1) XF-40 ($22)

26. 1850(A-1) VG-7($6)

27. 1850-O VG + ($13)

28. 1851-0 (A-1) VG + ($12)

29. 1852(A-2)Fine-15 + ($10)

30. 1852-0 (A-1) F-12 ($15)

31. 1853 With Arrows (A-6)

VG + ($6)

32. 1853-0 With Arrows (A-1)

VG-10 + ($8)

33. 1856 Small Date XF (Obv.

Scrs) ($16)

34. 1856 Large Date VF-30 (A-1)

($14)

35. 1857-0 Medium O F-15 ($12)

BIDS CLOSE 14 DAYS AFTER
PUBLICATION
GRADING BY ANA, B & D, and

PHOTOGRADE
10 DAY RETURN PRIVILEGE FOR
ANY REASON

DIMES

Lol« Description

36. 1859 (A-3) VF-25 ($16)

37. 1859-0 Medium O (A-2)

VF-20
38. 1868 VG/G (A-2) ($6)

39. 1868-S (A-1) Good ($7)

40. 1869 (A-2) VF-30 ($30)

41. 1869-S (A-1) VF-35 + ($30)

42. 1870 XF-45 ($50)

43. 1875-CC Under Wreath
XF + ($40)

44. 1875-CCIn Wreath XF-45
(S40)

45. 1878-CC(A-2)Typell Rev.

F-12/AG ($13)

46. 1889 VF-35 ($10)

47. 1890-S VF-20 (A-1) ($8)

48. 1891-0 VF-20 ($8)

QUARTERS

49. 1842 Large Date AG/Fair ($7)

50. 1844 Rolled Rim VF-20 ($20)

51. 1847 VF-35 ($23)

52. 1850-O VF-20 Just ($30)

53. 1853 With Arrs& Rays

VG + ($8)

54. 1854 With Arrows Fine ($8)

55. 1857 VF-35/XF-40 (Obv.

Mark) ($7)

56. 1860 VG-10 ($6)

57. 1871 VG + ($19)

58. 1872 VG + (Cleaned) ($9)

59. 1877-S Good + ($6)

HALVES

60. 1845-0 No Drapery, Good
($12)

61. 1851-0 VG ($15)

62. 1858-S VF-25 ($42)

63. 1859-S VF-30 ($42)

64. 1860 VG ($15)

65. 1863 VG, Just ($17)

66. 1864 Good + ($12)

67. 1865-SVG + ($11)

68. 1866 With Motto VG + ($12)

69. 1868 VG/F ($20)

70. 1870 VG-10 -I- ($13)

(Coins kept in bank vault)

MISAMIR COMPANY
P.O. Box 166

Auburn, Mass. 01501

Telephone: 617-754-3337
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LSCC Annual Meeting

The Fifth Annual Meeting of LSCC will be held in conjunction with the

87th Anniversary Convention of the American Numismatic Association. The
convention will be held at the Astro Village Hotels in Houston, Texas from
August 21-26, 1978. The club meeting will be held in the Tower 5 Room on

Tuesday, August 22, 1978 at 10 A.M. Please try to attend. There will be an

announcement of the results of this year's election of Officers, a short

business meeting and an opportunity for members to exchange ideas and
stories about Seated coins.

An agenda for the business meeting has not yet been drawn up but

several items have already been prepared for presentation at the meeting.

These topics include: 1 ) a financial report for the current year from Jhe club

Secretary-Treasurer, 2) discussion of club dues for the next club year,

3) discussion of the design of the new club stationery, 4) discussion and

selection of the cover coin to be used on the next three issues of the Journal,

5) discussion of plans for the reprinting of the articles in the Journal in a

hard bound volume on Seated coins, 6) discussion of ways to increase club

membership and interest in Seated coinage.

Other items will be added to the meeting agenda as they develop for

discussion by the club members. Every attempt will be made to keep the

discussion on each agenda item short and to the point so that we can have a

brisk, informative and productive session. See you in Houston.

John McCloskey
President LSCC

MEMBERSHIP STATISTICS

LSCC currently has 282 active members who live in 39 states, Canada and

the District of Columbia. Broken into geographic location, there are 114

members who live along the East coast, 92 from the Midwestern states from

Ohio to Nebraska, 43 from the West and 32 from the South. Individual

states with the most members are New York (36), California (29), Ohio (17),

Pennsylvania (15) and Indiana (14). Since the club was started five years

ago there have been a total of 430 people who have been members at one

time or another. With a current active list of 282, we have active member-

ship from 65% of these 430 individuals. The current membership is the

largest that it has ever been, being about 40 more than the active list of one

year ago.
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DIE VARIETIES OF THE 1856 LARGE DATE DIME
by

Kenneth R. Hill

Over the past six years I have devoted considerable time to the study of

die varieties in the Liberty Seated Half Dime and Dime series. During this

period I have noted four var^^eties of the 1856 Large Date Dime. Enclosed

are my observations and photographs of these four varieties.

In order to identify the varieties one needs to look at the following four

characteristics on the obverse: 1 ) The shield position (SP) in relation to the

digit 1 as outlined on page 48 in Kamal M. Ahwash's fine book Encyclo-

pedia of United States Liberty Seated Dimes. For those who don't have this

book, shield position refers to the relative position of the left tip of the digit

1 in the date to a stripe on the obverse shield. The stripes are numbered
consecutively from 1 to 10 beginning at the left. Thus SP-7 means that the

left tip of the 1 is directly below the 7th stripe. 2) The position of the 6 in the

date in relation to the base and/or denticles. 3) The position of the pendant
over the digit 5. 4) The position of the inner loops of the digit 8 over the

denticles.

Variety I

This is Variety A-1 on page 135 of Mr. Ahwash's Book where it is called
SP-8. After careful consideration and review of all the coins and pictures I

have of this variety I feel that it would more appropriately be designated
SP-7. 5. The 6 is lower than the other digits, but is still closer to the base
than the denticles. The pendant falls over the upright of the digit 5.

Variety II

SP-6.5 The digit 6 is very high and almost touches the base. The 8 and 5
do touch the base. The pendant falls just right of center of the 5.

Variety III

SP-7 The 6 is far from the base and closer to the denticles. The date
slopes down to the right. Varieties I, II and IV all have dates which are
parallel to the base. The pendant falls just left of center of the 5.

Variety IV

SP-7 The digits 8,5 and 6 are slightly higher on this variety than on the
first variety. The pendant falls over the center of the 5.
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I wish to thank John McCloskey for pointing out that Variety I is the only

variety tor which the inner loops of the digit 8 are centered over a denticle.

On Varieties II, III and IV these inner loops straddle two denticles. I have
also noticed that the digit 8 on Varieties II, III and IV has a small defect or

dot at 7:30.

VARIETY I

VARIETY II

16



I have found Variety I to be the most common and accounts for about 50%
of the specimens I have examined. Varieties II and I II show up at about the

same incidence. I have only seen one example of Variety IV. All of the

pieces I have examined have been in circulated grades.

I hope this information is useful to other club members interested In die

varieties in the Seated Dime series.

VARIETY I V
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HAS ANYONE SEEN THESE COINS?
by

Kamal M. Ahwash

An 1855-0 over Horizontal O half dollar—This little rarity was purchased

by Tom Miller from a Bowers & Ruddy auction. The Unusual mintmark was
not described in the sale. How is that for a stroke of luck.

An 1846 Tall Date half dollar— Is this a 4 over Horizontal 4 or a gouge in

the die? Anyone care to comment?
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An 1839-0, V-1 half dime—This variety has the large O mintmark with a
reverse left over from 1838. The Valentine plate coin was only GOOD. How
many have you seen?
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JOHN GRIFFIN
P.O. Box 26019

Denver, Colorado 80226

Conservative Grading, 30 Day Return, LSCC #420; ANA R-91667

HALF DIMES
1840-O Drapery. Fine-15 but 3

lite scr. Need glass to

see them $49

1 846 VG-8 Slight bend not

affecting design ... 48

1848 Large Date Fine-12 . 20

1849/6 F-15litedip. Afew
marks 9

1849-0 Good-4, strong rims . 23

1849-0 VG-10. Scr. obv. field,

toned 32

1851-0 About Fine 12

1853-0 Arrows V-2 XF-40/VF-

30. Old dip. 1974

Valentine lists XF at

$200 ("extremely rare-

Newlin") 69

1858 Invert VF-20/ 30

Gray 99

1858 Invert VF-30/20 Dark

tone 105

1863-S Good-6 12

1867-S F-12/VF-30 Obv. solder

removed 9

DIMES

1839-0 VF-30 Med O, A5
(R7). Rainbow ... 55

1844 XF-40 + Quite nice

310

1 846 VF-20 Old cleaning .115

1847 VF-20 + Var. 2 Rain-

bow tone .55

1848 F-VF A2 Violet-irrides-

cent 13

1849-0 VF-20 Large O .... 38

QUARTERS
1842 Large Date, About

Fine. Thin old obv.

pin scr.-Need glass

to see it $58

1843-0 Small 0 VF-20. Gold,

gray 38

1858-0 XF-40. Gold, gray. .75

1860-S VG-10/ AG-3. Toned in

marks, not bad .... 85

1863 VF-30 Mottled russet

obv. toning 58

1864-S VG-10 IBERTY shows

(I & Y weak). Two digs

between 18 and 64 . 145

1865-S VF-20 lltely cleaned,

album toning 95

1867-S VF-20. Gray 95

1868-S VF-30 litely cleaned.

Small sharp nick by

star 2 85

1868-S VF-25. Gray with

gold 85

1869-S VF-20. Gray, obv.

circular die break . 65

1871-S XF-45. Dipped, Attractive

Full strike 495

1 875-CC VF-25 Type 2 rev. Lite

silver gray 68

1884 Ch. Proof 65/65 +
Deep blue with

gold 575

HALVES
1846 Tall Date AU-50 +

Original, sharp,

lustrous 125

1851 VF-35 or better. Dark

gray and irridescent

225

1858-S Fine 12/15 gray . . . 26

1858-S AF/F + Gray .... 22

1872-00 Good-6 27

1879 VF + Medium to dark

gray 185
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ON THE COVER

The cover photo shows the distinctive design of the Liberty Seated half

dollar. Do you know what features identify this photo as that of a half

dollar? Actually there are several key features in the design but it is the dis-

tinctive drapery at the elbow that truly identifies the half dollar. The half

dime, dime, quarter and dollar obverses were all modified in 1840 to create

the well known with drapery varieties. Each of these with drapery obverses

shows a large drapery fold flowing from behind the elbow of the seated

figure to below the knee. On the half dollar obverse, several shallow dra-

pery lines were added just below the elbow in 1839 but no further modifica-

tions in the drapery were ever made. For further details on the Liberty

Seated design and pictures of the various obverses see the article by Tom
DeLorey in Issue #11 of the Journal.

It has already been noted that the distinctive drapery on the half dollar

design was not cut deeply into the die. With die wear or polishing these

shallow drapery lines became weak or in some cases were not visible at all.

This process accounts for the so called no drapery varieties that appear
throughout the half dollar series, many of which are listed in Beistle's book
on half dollar die varieties.

It has been club policy to show the obverse of a different Seated coin on
the cover of the Journal each year. So far we have had two dimes, a quarter

and a half dollar. We would like to choose a half dime or a dollar for the new
year and will discuss the selection at the annual meeting in Houston. Two
criteria will be used in the selection. 1) The piece selected should be of

numismatic interest so that several articles can be written during the year
using the cover photo as an illustration. 2) A picture must be available of a
high grade specimen that can be enlarged for presentation on the cover.

Some possible suggestions include: the 1859 Philadelphia half dime, the
1853-0 no arrows half dime, the 1848 large date half dime or the 1844 quad-
stripes dollar. Also under consideration is an interesting die variety of the
1872 half dime. I have asked a club member to have a picture taken of the
variety and to have it available for review at the ANA in August. Other
suggestions will be accepted from club members and reviewed before a
final selection is made for next year.

The Editor

We buy and Sell

High Quality Rare Coins.

EDWARD F. CZAJKA

EFC RARE COINS

Member of A.N. A. - M.S.N.S. - L.S.C.C. - M.C.C

Telephone 313-582-3939
PO Box68 Dearborn, Mich 48121



THE SEARCH FOR UNLISTED VARIETIES
by

Adam Lawrence

I started collecting coins when I was three years old. This was through
the kindness of my aunt and uncle who brought back a small collection from
Europe. They knew I was always fascinated with round-shaped objects

since I had more fun watching a record spin than listening to it. I kept

getting more coins from my relatives and by the age of nine decided to

"specialize" in United States coins because they were more readily avail-

able.

My collection of United States coins grew. I soon became aware df mint-

marks and grade. I started to read more about coins and learned about mint

production, scarcity, and the reason why certain coins of the same denomin-
ation were worth more in certain years and mintmarks than in others.

Last year I joined the Argyle Junior High School Coin Club and soon

learned about varieties. Here was something NEW! Same denominations,

same date, same mint, even same grade, yet one coin is worth much more
than another—WHY?—answer—VARIETIES!

Does it have seven tail feathers or eight? Is there a 1 beneath the 2? Is

the arrow pointing to the left of the date, or touching it? Is the lettering

medium, small, or large? Are there die cracks? Are the artist's initials

included? Is one of the letters filled? Does the date touch the base? Is the 3

closed or open? What is meant by closed and open?

A whole new world of coin inspection opened up for me! I became inter-

ested in finding varieties and showing them to my fri^ends. As time went on,

I learned that there were a great number of varieties in almost all denomina-

tions, and the thought occurred to me, "I'll bet they haven't found them

all!"

I was right! Looking through a collection of half-dimes in order to help

the owner identify the varieties, we came across a coin that did not meet the

specifications listed by other specialists on varieties. This was indeed a

very thrilling moment. My friend and I checked and rechecked all our

sources—and could find no reference or identification that matched what we

saw under our microscope. An 1854-0 half-dime under examination

showed the following: Obverse— Large, high date; the 4 does not quite

touch base; base is irregular; imperfect stars. Left arrow a smaller, neither

arrow touching base or date. Left arrow touching denticles. Reverse-

Large O mintmark, low and very close to right side of ribbon; heavy letter-

ing.

We put the coin away and decided to look at it again at a later date to see

if we still agreed. We checked the references again—with the same results.

The O was definitely much closer to the right side ribbon.
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Valentine lists four varieties of the 1854-0 half dime. The V-1 and

V-2 have the same reverse with a large O, low and centered between

the left and right side ribbons. The V-3 and V-4 have a Large O with

the O high, close to DIME.

Newlin recorded two varieties of the 1854-0, one having a reverse

with a large O high in wreath, the other with a large O low in wreath.

Unfortunately no further description is given.

Breen notes eight obverses and four reverses. Valentine lists four

varieties but with only three different reverses. Does our coin have
the fourth reverse noted by Breen? We have concluded that we have
indeed discovered a variety not listed in the available half dime refer-

ences.

To all non-collectors of varieties, believe me, you're missing a

great thrill. Get a magnifying glass and re-check your coins—you
may have an unlisted variety!

Editors Note-
Adam Lawrence is a 13 year old student at Argyle Junior High School

in Silver Spring, Maryland. The two pictures of the 1854-0 half dime
were taken by Tom Mulvaney at Paramount International Coin Corp.
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U. S. COINS

TOP QUALITY

TOP RARITY

BOUGHT AND SOLD

WRITE FOR QUOTES

COMMISSIONS EXECUTED

AT MOST

MAJOR AUCTIONS - 5% FEE

JULIAN LEIDMAN
8439 GEORGIA AVE.

SILVER SPRING, MD. 20910

TEL. 301 - 585-8467



Kam's Korner
by

Kamal M. Ahwash
ANA-ANS-ASA-LSCC

A question and answer service on Liberty Seated coins. Please address

all questions to: Kam's Korner, c/o Gobrecht Journal, 5718 King
Arthur Drive, Kettering, Ohio 45429.

Q. What do you think of the scarcity of the San Francisco mint dimes of

the 1850's, 1860's and early 1870's in high circulated condition such as

EFand AU? BH.

A. I am glad to see that you are interested in the San Francisco mint

dimes as I consider them quite scarce. In grades of XF and AU, some
of the S-mint dimes of the 1850's, 1860's and early 1870's are quite

rare. In AU condition, several would rank in the "Condition Census".

Q. A few years back you had an interest-

ing article in Coin World concerning

the 1860-O dime. Can you pass on
any information concerning known
pieces? Also, how many have the

large O and small O mintmark as

illustrated in your book? GDL.

A. The majority of 1860-O dimes range
in grade from AG to VG. Any speci-

men above Fine I would consider
quite scarce, and in XF or better quite

rare. At this time I would say in all

grades there are probabily 50 pieces

known. I do not know how many
there are of the large O and small O
varieties.

Q. I own an 1856-S Large S over Small s Seated quarter in VG condition.
Scott's Encyclopedia lists this coin as "2 KNOWN". Is this coin as
scarce as I'm led to believe? J P.

A. The 1856-S Large S over Small s quarter is quite rare even in VG condi-
tion. Unfortunately when Don Taxey wrote the First Scott's Encyclo-
pedia, he was not aware of how many of this variety actually existed. I

would estimate perhaps 50 to 75 possibly exist. I have personally seen
approximately a dozen.
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Q. How rare is the 1849-0 Half Dime in VF to AU condition? Earlier

editions of the Red Book gave values for this coin in Uncirculated con-
dition; however, the most recent 31st Edition does not. Does this

mean there are no Uncirculated 1849-0 Half Dimes in existance? I

have owned a very excellent specimen for many years and am there-

fore interested in knowing more about this seemingly rare coin. JSL.

A. There is quite a jump in rarity in grades from VF to AU. In VF the

1849-0 Half Dime is not common, only scarce. In AU I would call it

no less than "Condition Census", one of the 6 best known. I person-

ally know of only one true UNC specimen and that rests in a Baltimore

collection. Several others have been sold as UNC but I only graded
them AU. Even in most of the larger collections this date grades no

better than VF or XF. The Red Book no longer prices the 1849-0 Half

Dime in UNC, I would like to think, because of me. I suggested that

they leave that column blank rather than price a coin that is virtually

unkown in UNC. Your excellent specimen is quite rare if it is XF or

better. A list of some of the pieces from the larger collections is given

below.

1 . Miles:441
,
ex-Dupont, cleaned UNC. (AU).

2. Les Merkin Sale, Sept. 18, 1968: 173, cleaned UNC, rim dent

(AU).

3. Wolfson: 463, About UNC.
4. Empire 671: 1195, believed ex-Atwater, XF.

5. Dr. Black-N.N. Sale 61, June 1970: 260, XF or better, lacquered.

6. Dr.Caldwell-AAA Auctions- March 1973: 61, Brilliant Uncircu-

lated, normal bag marks in field.

Q- You have referred to rarity rating guides using R-1
,
R-8, etc. I am new

to numismatics and have no knowledge on the subject of rarity. Would

you be kind enough to refer me to a book on the subject? LCM.

A. The rarity rating guide that I use, as do many other dealers and

collectors, can be found in the books: Scott's Encyclopedia of US

Coins, my book on Seated Dimes and several other publications. This

R Scale with the number of pieces known to exist is given below.

R-1; over 1250 R-5; 31-75 High R-7; 4-6

R-2; 501-1250 R-6; 13-30 R-8; 2 - 3

R-3; 201-500 Low R-7; 10-12 Unique.

R-4; 76-200 R-7; 7 - 9

Q. How rare is the 1860-S Half Dollar in full uncleaned BU. I own a Gem

MS-65 -f in a private collection and an MS-60 piece. I 've only seen two

offered at auction or dealers lists in the past several years that possibly

should have been graded CHOICE, one a Choice BU and one a Gem.

Many AU specimens are offered. J
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A. The 1860-S Half Dollar In Gem MS-65 condition is truly quite rare. I

have also seen many AU's and XF's offered for sale. I trust you are

aware that there are two different varieties of this date, the large S and

the medium S. I consider both rare in Gem Condition.

Q. I have an 1870-CC Seated Half in Fine to Very Fine condition but it has

been holed and repaired above Miss Liberty's head. Can you give me
an estimate of the number known of this date and the value of my piece

on today's market? MJ.

A. The 1870-CC Seated Half is quite scarce in F to VF condition. How-
ever, the value of your coin is certainly knocked down by having been

holed and repaired. I would still think that, if a dealer owned it, your

coin wo\jld probably cost you $100 to $150, depending on how nicely it

has been repaired. On page 23 of Issue #6 of the Journal I state that

about 30 to 40 pieces >8xist for this date.

Q. Belstle's book "A Register of Half Dollar Die Varieties and Sub-Varie-

ties" records and makes reference to eleven different dates and mints

that produced a No Drapery half dollar other than the classic No
Drapery half of 1839. I ovjn an 1846-0 No Drapery half in AU-55 con-

dition and an 1877-S No Drapery half in XF-45 condition. Are these

two No Drapery pieces worth more or less than the 1839 No Drapery

piece? GLJ.

A. The 1846-0 No Drapery half in AU-55 condition would be quite scarce

if it were a Tall Date variety. However the only 1846-0 No Drapery

piece that I know of is a Small Date variety with a doubled date. The
1877-S No Drapery half in XF-45 condition is common. These No
Drapery varieties were created by overlapping or polishing of the dies.

Mr. Beistle does not list all of the known varieties of the No Drapery
half dollar. I am bure that no great monetary premium will be placed

on them until a more updated book has been written. N^urally the

1839 No Drapery piece is quite popular and in demand. Consequently
it is listed at a much greater value. If I owned either the 1846-0 or

1877-S No Drapery pieces that you mentioned, I would probably put a

premium of 10% to 20% on them as I am sure many other dealers

would also.

0. I currently possess two Liberty Seated coins. One is an 1882 quarter
that would grade Choice-BU. The other is an 1880 half that would
grade MS-65. From what I gather from Trends and the Coin Whole-
saler, I feel the value of these coins has appreciated from 20% to 30%
per year since I purchased them in 1972 and 1973. Do you feel that

they will continue to appreciate at this rate or do you see a leveling off

in price for this type of coin? MEN.

A. Well sir, if I knew that these coins would continue to appreciate at 20%
to 30% per year I would dash out and buy every one in existance. I can
say that I honestly do believe that these coins and most all other Seated
coins are still vastly underrated. I truly believe that these dates and
others In the Seated series will definitely keep increasing in value as
the demand increases and the paper dollar depreciates.
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A masterpiece
by a master craftsman.

Christian Gobrecht was truly a master craftsman. His Gobrecht Dollar is

one of the most beautiful pieces ever created.

Just as Gobrecht emphasized quedity in his work, we emphasize quality

when we offer the coinage he designed. We have over 750 high quality

Liberty Seated coins, including the pictured Gobrecht Dollar, all valued at

over $150,000.

In addition to offering a wide selection and high quedity, all of our

seated coins are accurately graded and covered by our grading guarantee.

This means that when you order from us, you know before you receive the

coin that it is properiy graded.

So when you're looking for a masterpiece, look for our ads in the

leading numismatic publications. We'll have the Gobrecht designed coinage

you need in the quality you desire.

SteveIvy RaieCoinOk
The originator of the guaranteed grading •yetem

2001 Bryan Tower • Swdf 2205 • Dallas, Tnaa 75201
(214) 747-9631 • WATSi (1) 800-527.4503

Any coinpurchased from Steve Ivy Rare Coin Co., after May 1. 1975, will adhere to the standards

of the ANA Grading Board. If not the full purchase price will be refunded to the original

purchaser within 30 days of the decision by the Grading Board.*

'This apptes to the grade itselfand not to tfie degrees within thatparticular grade (i.e. AU (50) ut. Ch. AU (55)). This alkMuiforlegmmaU

dffererKes in opinion. SUve luy Rare Coin Co. retairv the option of re/uncfng vour money or replacing with a suitable coin.



Obverse Varieties of the U.S. Trade Dollar

by
John W. McCloskey

The numismatic literature has documented the appearance of a new
reverse hub in the Trade Dollar series in 1875. This information has been

most explicitly presented by James Vernon Epps in his article "Our Most
Misunderstood Coin—The U.S. Trade Dollar" which appeared in Issue #11

of the Journal. While I cannot claim to be an expert on the Trade Dollar

series my natural curiosity has led me to examine pieces in this series and to

study the dies. Several months ago I discovered that the obverse of the

Trade Dollar had also been slightly modified and that the new obverse hub
was introduced at about the same time as the new reverse hub. I considered

this information to be very significant in that it could mean the existance of

many new varieties, some of which could prove to be very rare.

On page 14 of Issue #11 of the Journal, Mr. Epps describes minor
differences in the obverse design that he has observed. He mentions varia-

tion in the olive leaves and in the fingers on the left hand. His observations
are correct but he fails to mention the key difference in distinguishing the
two obverse hubs. The ribbon held in the right hand on which the word
LIBERTY is written is positioned differently on the two hubs. The old

obverse, call it Type I, has a closed ribbon end below the letter L. The new
obverse has an open ribbon end with the right tail pointing down between
words WE and TRUST. A more detailed description of the two obverse
hubs is as follows:

Type I Obverse—Closed ribbon ends, both tails point sharply left. Three
fingers on left hand below the olive branch.

Type II Obverse—Open ribbon ends, the right tail pointing down between
the words WE and TRUST. Four fingers on left hand below
the olive branch.

The two Trade Dollar reverses are pictured on page 15 of Issue #11. The
Type I Reverse has a berry under the right claw. The Type II Reverse has no
berry under the right claw. Because there are two hubs for both the obverse
and reverse some additional notation must be developed to distinguish the
various combinations of these hubs that might occur. A (1,1) variety will
have the old obverse with the old reverse. A (1,11) variety will have the old
obverse with the new reverse. A (11,1) variety will have the new obverse
with the old reverse. A (11,11) variety will have the new obverse with the
new reverse.

So far all the Trade Dollars I have seen for the years 1873 and 1874 have
been of the (1,1) variety. All those of 1877 and later have been of the (11,11)
variety. Those for the years 1875 and 1876 have been a mixture of the
different varieties and it is really too early to speculate as to what may or
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may not exist. During several months of observation and several shows I

have been able to find the (1,1) variety, the (1,11) variety and the (11,11)

variety for the date 1876-S. I have also been able to locate the transitional

(1,11) variety for 1875-S, 1876, 1876-S and 1876-CC. These transitional

varieties don't seem to be particularly rare and lead me to believe that the

new reverse was introduced before the new obverse. This fact might mean
that there is no such thing as a (II ,1) variety but I certainly would not want to

rule it out at this stage. There have been many examples through the

Seated years where a reverse die has reappeared after earlier usage. The
(11,11) variety seems to be difficult to locate before 1877 and to date I have
only been able to find it for the 1876-S.

I fear that this article raises more questions than it answers. However I

do believe that a collective search can more quickly and accurately.identify

those varieties that actually exist and lead to the best possible rarity scale. I

have only recently become interested in the Trade Dollar but have found it

to be an interesting and overlooked issue. With hub varieties on both

obverse and reverse, mintmark variation in size and placement, common
dates and rare proof only issues, patterns and chop marked pieces, there is

truly something for everyone in the Trade Dollar series.

The two pictures on the obverse of the Trade Dollars were taken by Tom
Mulvaney at Paramount International Coin Corp,

TWENTY CENT PIECE STUDY

Researcher Paul Anderson has recently published an eleven page mono-

graph entitled "The Twenty Cent Piece" which contains many interesting

facts about this denomination that was struck for only four short years from

1875 to 1878. Mr. Anderson traces the background of John P. Jones, the

Senator from Nevada who introduced the bill that authorized coinage of the

20-cent piece, and describes the monetary situation in the West at the time

that justified the introduction of the new denomination. He describes the

design of the 20-cent piece, its similarity to the quarter, mintage figures for

the various dates, known varieties in the series and lists several things to

check in detecting altered and counterfeit specimens. Interested collectors

should send a large self-addressed stamped envelope to Paul Anderson,

P.O. Box 2184, Laguna Hills, California 92653. While the mon ograph is

offered free, Mr. Anderson has indicated that donations to defray printing

costs would be greatly appreciated.
The Editor
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1875-S Trade Dollar, Type I Obverse

1876-S Trade Dollar, Type II Obverse



ADDITIONAL ROTATED REVERSE ERRORS

In Issue #9 of the Journal we reported on five rotated reverse errors and
added four more to the list in Issue #10. Since the publication of this list

several more pieces have been reported and some additional information

has become available. The definition of clockwise and counterclockwise

rotation is given on page 28 of Issue #9. The newly reported pieces are

given below.

10. 1856 half dime, rotated clockwise through 80 degrees. This error

was reported by Bobby Hamilton and is not listed in the Valentine

reprint.

11 . 1849-0 dime, rotated clockwise through 50 degrees. This piece has

the large O mintmark and was reported by Roy Ash. A similar piece

was also offered for sale recently by Kam Ahwash.

Additional pieces of already reported dates have also surfaced. Mr.

Hamilton has reported another 1857 half dime with reverse rotated similar

to the clockwise rotation through 170 degrees as listed in Issue #9. He has

also reported an 1853 with arrows quarter with reverse rotated counter-

clockwise through 40 degrees. This is the same date as the piece reported

in Issue #10 but different from the counterclockwise rotation through 70

degrees as reported previously.

The newly reported 1849-0 dime error with the Large O mintmark is a

second variety error for this date. An 1849-0 dime error with the Small o

mintmark was previously reported in Issue #9. Rotated reverse errors are

rare in the Liberty Seated series and it is certianly a surprise to discover that

there are two different error varieties of the same date.

Still no rotated reverse errors have been reported in the Seated Half or

Seated Dollar series. Also, the eleven errors recorded to date were struck at

only two mints, seven in Philadelphia and four in New Orleans. Has any-

body ever seen a rotated reverse error struck at San Francisco or Carson

City?
The Editor

FOR SALE AND TRADE

Rome reports auction record from the 14 leading houses. Liberty

Seated Dimes 1972-1976 with 1977 supplement (list $55.00) plus a

free copy of the original monograph; THE SECRET HISTORY OF
THE GOBRECHT COINAGES, 1836-1840 by Breen. All for $30.00
or $15.00 plus first 4 issues of the Gobrecht Journal.

Steven B. Leder, LSCC 376

6 South Lake Avenue
Apt. 20-N

Albany, N.Y. 12203



A FAKE 1866 HALF DIME

I have examined a half dime that was sent to me by a club member and

have concluded that it is a genuine 1866-S specimen which has had the San

Francisco mintmark removed. This conclusion has been reached by careful

examination of die characteristics and microscopic examination of the

surfaces. The evidence to support this conclusion is given below and is

presented to demonstrate that fakes can be detected by careful examination

and study.

1. Reeding— All genuine Philadelphia half dimes that I have examined

in the 1860's have 98 reeds. The piece in question has 106 reeds, the

same number that are found on all San Francisco half dimes from the

1863-S to the 1873-S. The reeding on this piece therefore runs con-

trary to all observed reeding patterns for Philadelphia half dimes of

this period.

2. Position of Date—The 1866 Philadelphia business strike has a date in

which all four digits in the date are centered over the gaps between

denticles. On the 1866-S each digit is centered over a denticle. The
piece in question has the date positioned identical to the genuine

1866-S variety.

3. Reverse Denticles—The reverse denticles on the piece in question

are weak, not well struck up and run together in some places, striking

characteristics found on 1866-S pieces. In contrast, Philadelphia

pieces of this year have clearly defined, well struck denticles around
the entire reverse rim.

4. Surfaces—There is no visible evidence of a mintmark on the piece in

question. However the entire reverse shows evidence of once being

buffed and retoned. There is some discoloration in the area where
one would expect to find a mintmark as well as a general unevenness
in the metal in the area. Certainly enough evidence to suggest that

some retooling could have taken place.

The evidence presented leads me to conclude that the coin under examin-
ation is an altered 1866-S half dime with a removed mintmark. Except for

the absense of the mintmark, the die characteristics match those of the San
Francisco pieces perfectly. Any suggestion that the piece in question was
minted in Philadelphia raises questions that cannot be adequately answered
in view of the evidence presented.

The Editor
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ALL DATES AND GRADES

LIBERTY SEATED COINS

BOUGHT - SOLD - APPRAISED

COLLECTIONS PURCHASED
AUCTIONS CONDUCTED

Our representatives will travel

Anywhere in the World!

APPRAISALS FOR:

Estates, Banks, Attorneys, Insurance Co's., Etc.

IN BUSINESS OVER 40 YEARS!

WRITE OR PHONE TODAY.



ERRORISTS PLAN GALA PARTY AT HOUSTON ANA

Error collectors of America! Here is an opportunity to "reverse your

image"

!

There will be a buffet-cocktail party for all errorists on Friday, August 25,

1978 in the Astro Villiage Hotel, Forum II & III, Houston, Texas, at

7:30 P.M.

Named the "BROCKAGE BASH" by the unabashed co-ordinators, this

"clash of die-hard" error collectors is only one of the many exciting events

planned in conjunction with this year's ANA Convention.

Don't get caught "off-center" when this party begins. "Partially collar"

your error-lovin' overdate and "rotate your reverses" to what may well be

this year's "cuddiest" event! We guarantee you won't get "clipped" out

of a great time! Miss it? NEVER! You'll wish you could "double die" if

vou do!

For more information, contact Natalie Halpern, P.O. Box 170, New York,
N.Y. 10028.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

You recently mentioned ob-
serving a small hoard of 1872-S
dollars, checking the placement of

the mintmark on each piece and
finding no varieties. It is possible
that you had seen two different
varieties but were looking in the
wrong place to observe it. The
1872-S comes with two different
obverses but only one reverse. The
obverse difference Is in the date
placement; one comes with a close
date, the other with the date
numerals spaced wider between
the 1 and 8. I don't know which of
the two is the scarcer variety.

There are differences in date
placement among the 1872, 1872-S
and 1872-CC dollars. The 1872-CC
exhibits the highest date, placed
further to the right. The 1872 is

just about as far right only lower.

The date placement for the 1872
Proof looks to be identical to the
1872-CC. I have also noted differ-

ences in edge reeding as you
suggest among dollars from the
three mints for this year.

Ron Severa
LSCC #305
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rjj MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
IniJ

^= LiBERTy&RTED Collectors Club P

IIj

rtTz

llij

Irl

IIj

NAME

YOU MAYD MAY NOTD

I COLLECT BY DATE SEATED HALF DIMESD DIMESD

IIj
address irl

run
fj"- CITY STATE ZIP

I "M A COLLECTORD DEALERD COLLECTOR/DEALERD —I

15
IIj
Ip.l

IliJ

HL SEND MY NAME AND ADDRESS TO OTHER CLUB MEMBERS.

5K] KTd
LI

ir=-
QUARTERSD HALF DOLLARSD DOLLARSD ALL SEATEDG =11

f IIj
SIGNATURE DATE iRL

^" Membership Fee - $5.00 per year plus $2.00 initiation

fee. Fill in the above and nnail with $7.00 to: -tU
Ij
ir.L

JIL Barbara Hatfield • P.O. Box 51 • Marion, Indiana 46952 pLi

CHANGE OF ADDRESS

We ask that you notify us as soon as possible when you move or change

your mailing address. It seems that we always have one or two Journals

returned to us for improper address when a member has moved to a new

location. In such cases we must wait for the member to contact us and

provide us with the new address. To avoid unnecessary delays in receiving

the Journal and to assist us on keeping our mailing list current, we ask that

you inform us as soon as possible of any change of address.

Your comments on any of the articles, ads or club policies are invited.

This is your club and the Officers are dedicated to operating it on behalf

of the members. Address any comments to:

John McCloskey
Editor, Gobrecht Journal

5718 King Arthur Drive

Kettering, Ohio 45429
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"SPECIALIZING"

IN

LIBERTY SEATED

HALF-DIMES

DIMES

QUARTERS

BY DATE, VARIETY & GRADE

Want Lists Solicited.

Buying all "Rare Coins" in my field.

Call, write or send for realistic offer.

KAMAL M. AHWASH
"Knowledge Through Research"

Numismatist

LM-ANA-i541

PGN-ANS-LSCC-PAST-PRES. ^^ll?^':^
1 -(215)872-4936

iMMISMintsn]

112 S.Jackson St. • Box 422 • Media, Penna 19063



BUYING & SELLING

ALL RARE AND SCARCE

LIBERTY SEATED COINAGE

WE EARNESTLY SOLICIT YOUR WANT LIST

WE ARE IN NEED OF NICE GRADE COMPLETE OR NEAR

COMPLETE SEATED SETS AND/OR COLLECTIONS. QUICK

CONFIDENTIAL CASH ALWAYS AVAILABLE.

WE PAY 'TOP DOLLARS'

STOP BY OUR TABLE AT MOST

MAJOR COIN SHOWS.

B & B COIN CO.
Bill Grayson * Bob Schweitzer

ANA — RCDA — ISNA — LSCC #1
105 S. MAIN ST. • FAIRMOUNT, IND. 46928

Phone (317) 948-41 11 or 41 12 (Coin Dept.)

10:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Monday through Saturday


